SAMPLE ITINERARY
ARGENTINA – La Zona
(Please note: Itinerary is subject to revision due to changes in flight schedules, weather and other operational factors. Be
sure to have your valid passport. Please resist the tendency to over-pack.)

Day One
HOME AIRPORT-MIAMI-BUENOS AIRES
Plan to be at the airport no later than two hours prior to departure.
(Please advise flight schedule) Most flights leave Miami late evening and arrive early morning next day.

Day Two
BUENOS AIRES-LA ZONA LODGE
After arriving in Buenos Aires and clearing customs, you will be met by our representative and transferred to the domestic
airport for your flight to La Zona Lodge. Located on the Uruguay River in Argentina, this year-round tailwater has recorded
some of the largest Golden Dorados ever recorded to date. The tailwater is known by the operators as "La Zona" meaning
"The Zone" because it is believed there is no other place compared, in matters of quantity and quality of fish, to this great
freshwater Dorado haven. The government just recently awarded exclusive rights to the facility to fish this trophy section
of water in the exchange for continuous management and conservation studies on the fishery. In the past it was closed for
many years and simply off limits to all fisherman. Marketed primarily as a fly fishing destination, the Uruguay River offers
the opportunity to catch a world-class Golden Dorado of your dreams on the fly. Dinner and overnight at the lodge.

Day Three through Day Six
FISHING AT LA ZONA
Full fishing days with your guide. Fishing on the tailwater will consist of fishing via comfortable skiffs, specially designed
by La Zona for fishing in the specific area. The skiffs have wide platforms that allow unobstructed casting from both the
bow and stern for fly casters. In addition to fly fishing, spin or baitcast angling is permitted using one barbless treble hook
in the lures. At La Zona, fisherman will also find large sardinatas, lachas and chafalotes, which are all excellent fighters.
Dinner and overnight at lodge.

Day Seven
LA ZONA-BUENOS AIRES- MIAMI
After breakfast return by flight to Buenos Aires. Upon arrival, you will transfer to the airport for your departure flight.
(Please advise flight schedule) Most flights leave Buenos Aires late evening and arrive early morning next day.

Day Eight
MIAMI-HOME AIRPORT
This morning you will arrive into Miami and connect with your flight home.

NOTE: VALID U.S. PASSPORT WITH SIX MONTHS VALIDITY REQUIRED FOR ENTRY TO ARGENTINA.
RECONFIRM FLIGHTS 72 HOURS PRIOR TO DEPARTURE
CHECK IN AT LEAST 3 HOURS PRIOR TO INTERNATIONAL FLIGHTS; 2 HOURS FOR DOMESTIC FLIGHTS

